
Some more Condolence 
messages



I met him in Nairobi when I visited there in 2004 from Arusha in Tanzania. He put us up for a 
couple of days and both were very warm hosts . He took us around and we met other OCs 

like Mehta. Dinner at Carnivore was memorable. 

Had a game of golf with his buddies and missed a 'hole in one' by 2 inches which was a 
blessing as I would, as per tradition, have to host scotch to all in the bar equivalent to my 
weight! The popular brand was Famous Grouse. Thereafter met both of them a couple of 

times on their visit to India. Wish we could have continued to do so but .......... God had other 
plans. 

Ravi joins me in sending condolences.

BM SINGH



I did not know Moni Kohli, but Vijay has written about him so beautifully that it brings back 
memories. Also the messages with photos of his classmates, whom I can now recall and relate 

to. Very well handled Vijay. 
May Moni's soul rest in peace, and may his family have the strength to bear his loss. 

SM Singh 
1964



Beautifully written Vijay... although my memory doesn't go back so long ago, but clearly 
remember RLV and Gurinder Prakash.As far as Guri's smoking goes, till today he lagao's long 

puffs with heavy cough to follow.Wish him a long life.

Kuttu Singh



Dear Friends. Vijay has written an excellent  write up of our dear friend CM. The play he has 
mentioned brings back Lovely memories of  our years in school and what excellent friends we 

had made. CM  was one of them. We were fortunate to have this opportunity at school to 
cultivate this friendship. I will miss him as I miss the school years. God rest his soul in peace.

RVL Nath



Vijay you are truly a chronicler of our times... the best times of our lives... thank you for 
keeping this band of brothers together. 

Moni would have approved!

Bittu Sahgal



I am simply amazed at Vijay's memory and the ability to bring alive scenes from the past. I also 
love his incisive analyses of events in India he shares with me when he has time. I told him I 

wished he had become a scholar! But of course this was impossible: due to untimely death of 
his father, Vijay had to work from a young age. He is possibly the most empathic person I 

know - another gift that informs his writing. I wont say more because Vijay gets easily 
embarrassed at praise because modesty is another of his qualities.

Ravi Rikhye



Vijay's memories of Moni are amazingly accurate. I also recall Moni inviting me in 1962 to visit 
his family in Kenya. I last communicated with Moni via email when I was News Editor of TV Al 

Jazeera in Qater a decade ago.
We are getting old now. My steps are slower, my hair is Talcum Powder white, but my memory 
is as sharp as ever. BCS and the friends we made there always will have a very special place 

in my heart.

Joe Joshi



Thanks Vijay for such a heartfelt eulogy to Moni Kohli.
I was much junior but do have a recollection of him.

And the names you have mentioned then completed the memory.
Your exceptional write ups on such diverse elements of our school days always fill me

with nostalgia. 
Stay well.

Warm goodwill

NK Akers


